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This paper describes a study designee to (1) identify
valid items that school boards must consider to assure that lay
participation is encouraged and controlled; and (2) dotermine to what
extent these items were incorporated into the present school board
policy manuals, and to what extent they were being used in the
practices of school boards during the course of their meetings. The
study produced recommendations dcsigned to ameliorate conditions such
as the lack of communication between boards and constituents4
distrust of one group by another, chaotic meetings, and a lack of
knowledge concerning what constitutes adequate policy for lay
particiration. Guidelines were developed both for written statements
by the board and for meeting procedures. (Author/JF)
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GUIDELINES FCR LAY PARTICIPATION

AT SCHOOL BOARD METING'S

IN OHIO

THE PROBUM

Lay participation at the school board eeting has been labelled

by some as one of the last bastions of democracy where the individual

gy yet present his views concerning the education?1 enterprise tO

those who are directly responsible for the setting of policy and the

making of decisions in this enterprise. On the other hand, it has been

classified by others as definite interference by unknowledgeable persons

in the efficient operation of the school system.

Controversial issues of the times as well as a genuine concern for

education have caused a renewed interest in the 3chool board meeting on

the part of the general public, an irterest which school boards for the

most part are ill-equipped and sometimes unwilling to meet. The liter

ature suggests that the school board meeting is an axcellent vehicle for

effective public relations if properly conducted, and if this participion

by the public is handled in such a way as to satis±jr the public in its

demand to be heard and yet not pose a threat to the school board.

Guidelines are needed to assist s hool boards in coping with this phenom-

enon.
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The objectives of the study were:

1. To identify valid items which sthool boards need to consider
in order to assure that lay participation will at the same
time be both encouraged and controlled.

To determine to what extent these items were incorporated in
the present policy manuals of school boards, and to what
extent they were being used in the practices of school boards
during the course of their meetings.

A positive result of the study was to make recommendations and

suggestions that could ameliorate some of the conditIons that pre ent

exist at school boazd meetings and between school boards and their con-

stituents; for example, 1 ck of communications, distrust of one group

by another, chaotic meetings, and lack of knowledge as to what constitutes

adequate policy for lay partIcipation. In addition to the suggestions

guidelines were to be developed; one for the written state ents of the

school board, and the other for the actual meeting. By using either or

both, school boards could assess what they presently have and are doin

and at the same time be made aware of any deficiencies that might exist.

!THE_ DESIGN

The study consisted of five phases which followed one another ia

logical order to the final development of the guidelines for school

board policy development and senool board meeting assessm nt.

Phase one.

The first phase consisted of the soliciting of various statements

which in some manner reguated, encouraged, discouraged or pertained to

lay participation at the school board meeting. These we e reLquested

from practicing supe intendents, prole sors of educational administration,
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and graduate students in educational administration. These were then

supplemented wit:, additional items from the literature.

Phase two.

In phase two, these items were generalized and synthesized, after

which they were validated by practitjoners in the field through an

strument based on the principle of equal-appearing intervals. Through the

use of this instrument each item used was given a rating of its importance

in the mind of the respondents. The congruence of the ratings of the

respondents on each item was also determined.

Phase thre

Phase three of the study consisted of the construction of the

checklists, one for application to policy manuals aad one for application

to the school board meeting The items for each list were chosen on the

basis of the value of the rating of importance ard the lack of ambiguity

of the rating among the respondents.

Phase four.

The checklists were applied to selected school board manuals an,'

school board meetings in phase four. Policies checked were those that

had indicated on one of the questionnaires that the district had policy

for lay participation and that they were willing to send this policy to

be checked. Selected school boards that had policies checked were visited

at their meetings for further checklist application.

Phase five.

Phase five of the study consisted of an analysis of the data from

the checklist applications for the purpose of accepting or rejecting the
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null hypotheses of no differences between the established valid guidelines

(Theory) what, school boards had written as policy (Policy) and what

school boards actually practiced in their meetings (Pr.,ctice

FINDINGS

A summary of the findings is given below, briefly stated, for the

purpose of leading directly to the conclusions dra

1. The data show that respondents were an experienced group of
administrators, relTing on some extent on outside resources
for the purpose of formulating policy.

Respondents Initially submitted over one hundred i ems for
suggestions as to regulating and/or encouraging lay participa-
tion.

Seventy-two per cent of the responden s indicated they had
policy for lay participation, and forty-one per cent said they
believed in lay participation on agenda items. Eighty-eight
per cent believed in participation during a portion entitled
"Hearing the Public".

Through the use of the instrument, fourteen items were iden-
tified for guiding lay participation which were regarded as
important by the respondents and about which they were in
agreement.

Two checklists were developed for the purpose of camparing
school board policies and practices with those items identified
by the respondents as being important for effective lay partici-
pation at the school board meet

A surnary of the hypothese which were accepted or rejected at
the .05 level follows:

The hypothesis of no difference between Theory and Policy
was rejected. That is to say, when tl-e items for lay
participation, that were established as being valid, were
compared to what was written in school board policy
manuals there was found to be a significant difference.
yhat was written was far less than what Was deemed necessary
by the respondents.

The hypothesis of no difference between Theory and Practice
was rejected. That is to say, that when the established
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items were compared with school board practices there was
found to be a significant difference in favor of the estab-
lished items.

CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions drawn from this Etudy relate direc ly to the data

gathered, the observations of twenty-nine school board meetings, and

the examination of a number of policy mwivals of school districts. The

conclusions are:

I. It was possible to establish a valid set of guidelines for
establishing policy and accompanying rules. Practitioners and
theorists in school administration offered many suggestions ard
assisted in the establilhing of the final list through the
elimination of those items which might have been meaningless or
frivolous. That the list was realisUc was established by the
fact that several of the schools in the study measured high on
the checklists both in Policy and in Practice. One concludes
therefore, that superintcndents do know what should be included
in meaningful policy for lay participation.

School boards and/or administrators are reluctant, negligent
or unwilling to develop a policy statement concerning the

involvement of the public at the school board meeting. A

statement of policy conveys to the reader the belief of the
school board. Its broad statement should be used in guiding
present and future decisions. It is the statement from which
rules and regulations are determined. A statement in the school
board manual to the effect that the public is welcome is not
a statement of policy, and in no way can be used as to determine

what happens when one is in the meeting. It merely stated that

the door to the meeting is open.

In the greater majority of those school board manuals examined
there was a notialeable lack of guidance available to the school
board president for handling lay participation.

While it was demonstrazed that there existed no significant
difference between what was found in school board mannals, and
what was practiced in the meetings, an additional analysis of
the data &owed that there was a lack of consistency between
the two in terms of the items themselves. In Table 1, one
notices that there is a significance in terms of the change
in items from on situation to the other. It might be that
this could become less significant with additional observations,
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t not likely since the number_ showmovement in both directions
and not in just one. School board practices are already based
on multiple observations.

Regardless of a school board's feeling towards lay participa-
tion there is generally an apathetic attitude towards estab-
lishing apy type of procedure for lay participation until the
threat of or actual fact of mass assault on the meeting be-
comes a reality. This threat and its accompanying chaos then
make it an absolute necessity to establish some sort of pro-
cedure, usually on a hurried basis. Those school boards who
had well defined procedures also had considerable pE ticipation,
and casual interviews with persons in attendance showed this
to be commonplace.

Of those school board meetings observed where the policy was
greater than practice there was a noticeable lack of willing-
ness on the part of the school board president to assume the
rights and responsibilities of his office as chairman of the
meeting.

One final general conclusion, therefore, must be that, based
on the data found as a result of this study, the task at hand
for school administrators in Obio is to bring the school
board policy and practices concerning lay participation in
congruence with what the administrators thewselves believe.

RECOM1CND TIONS

"At one time, the school board meeting was easily the dullest affair

in town. No one with hing better to do would be caught there."1 All

too often, this is still the case today. In fact some school boards

encourage this and count on it. As recently as 1968 the Public

Relations Committee of the New York State School Boards stated: "to

publicize meeting dates, times and places, to announce in advance the

principal items to be considered, to repeat and repeat and repeat that

the public is not only Pllowed to attend board meetings, but is urged

1National Education Association, The School Board Meeting,
Washington, D. C.: National School Public Relations Councils, 1970,
p. 5.



Table 1.

CHI SQUARE OF CHECKLIST ITEMS AS APPLIED TO

POLICIES AND PRACTICES OF SELECTED SCHOOL BOARDS

Item Policy Practice Difference

1

2

3

4

5

6

6

0

7

8

2

10

6

7

2

2

6

4

=

=

0

-7

5

6

-4

6

0.00

7.00

12.50

18.00

2.66

gpoo

7 1 = 0.00

8 5 2 3 4.50

9 5 2 3 4.50

10 3 4 -1 .25

11 1 4 2.50

2 COO 6 -4 2.66

13 3 4 .25

5 6 1 .16
63.98

INM.0

Chi square = 63.98

p .05 <22.362

p .001 34.528



and welcomed to attend can only do good. ost people need only a amall

dose of board meetings to learn that they can expect to be bored stiff.

Attendance at a number of school board meetings would give evidence

that there are those boards s ill dedicated to the main business of

endlessly discussing bills and reviewing for hours on end routine reports

and correspondence. It is these school boards, who, when confronted with

a citizen or citizens wishing to be heard, in an al) too often militant

manner, are totally unprepared to cope with the idea of the lay public

invading the domain that for years has been more or less hnllowed ground

arked for s hool boards o

As the emphasis of the school board meeting shifts frmm the routiLle

to the more meaningful areas of community goals, curriculum discussions,

proposal presentations by staff and public there will be attracted to

the meeting parents, community groups students, teachers, and other

school employees who will want to be a part of the meeting and who

not be ignored.

Nbile it mas not the specified purpose of the recommendations which

follow to suggest ways to make the school board meetings more lively,

less boring, and a more effective vehicle for public relations, it was

hoped that the use of the recommendations would lead in that direction.

The ultimate purpose of the effective use of guidelines for lay participa-

tion would be to give control to those meetings which naw might be

2Public Relations Committee, PUblic Relations for School Boards,
Albany New York: New York State School Boards Associatiur 1968,
p. 5.



classified as disorganized and to take the dull meeting out of its

letharr and give it meaning

A predetermined, carefully deliberated course of action concerning

lay participation will not act as an effective communications ye-

hicle but will also forestall feelings of distrust and fru tration on the

part of both citizens and the board. If the public has a question, it

then also has the right to know. School boards should not be afraid to

be challenged on a position. If they cannot meet the challenge, they

should reconsider the position or move aside Tooman states that,

...boards and administrators have set up (sometimes knowingly,
sometimes not) barriers to the right to Imow...built a kind of
"protective shield" that allows them to turn off" the question-
ing public apytime the board chooses.3

Therefore since it was the purpose of this study to give guidance to

school boards in theil. attempts at effectively handling lay participation,

the following reconuentations are made:

Recommendation #1,_

A statement of policy must be developed, written, and adopted as a

part of the official ninutes of the school board. This should not be

entered into lightly but with carefUl, meaningful deliberation 80 that

the result is a policy statement in the true sense of the word. The

advantages and disadvantages of the different types of participation

should be examined and w ighed against each other before the decision

is made. This includes participation in the deliberations o Hearing

the Public" both, or neither. Once this statement of policy has been

3Charles L. Tooman, "How to Build PUblic Distrust in Your School
Board," American School Board Journal, Vol. 156, (May 1969) p. 15.
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formulated and adopted, the proper regulations can then be constructed

for implementing the adopted policy. Without this first step

meaningless to go further.

Recommendation IL_

It is recommended that school boards and school administrators, once

policy has been established, develop the necessary rules and regulations

for policy implementation. The SCHOOL BOARD POLICY MANUAL GUIDELINES

as shown in Figure 1 are those items which we e validated through this

study and are presented for use by school boards and administrator

Recommendation

It is recommended that the 24CHOOL BOARD ELUTING GUIDELINES, shown

in Yligure 2, be used as an inztrument by sclool t, ds to (1) evaluate

their practices at the meeting if they have a fairly well defined lay

participation procedures, or (2) serve as a vehicle for determining areas

of in-service training for school board members and their attempts at

coping with lay participation.

Recommendation -IL.

it is strongly recommended that school boards prepare and adopt a

brochure for distribution at the school board meeting. This brochure,

attractively designed, should include the guidelines for lay participa-

tion including the manner in which persons would address the board antx

all of the items suggested in the guidelines. It could also contain

pictures and biographical sketches of the boamd members and other public

relations materials.

ii
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Recommendation

It is further recommended that chief school administrators take

the initiative in guiding their school boards toward the developing of

effective lay participation policy and procedure. He is the person who

knows what these procedures are and the school board looks to him for

guidance in these matters.

Recommendation 6.

It is also recommended that school administrato s work at some in-

service education wdth their boards and especially the president in the

proper maimer in which meetings should be conducted when rules of order

have been specified. While most administrators and school boards may not

h for the strict formality of "Robert' a Rules of Order", a closer

adherence to them is more effective than the "Kaffee Klatsch" approach

taken by many school boards. The latter is a gross waste of time and

effIciency. The use of the more formal approach with some discretion

on the part of the president is more effective.

FIGURE 1.

SCHOOL BOARD POLICY MANUAL GUIDELINES

The exact termino.or and the explicit wording of such things as time

limits is left to the individual school boards. The list folio

merely to remind achool boards of those things that should be irTluded.

Items are not list d In order of importance, but rather In a chronology

as they might occur.

Directions: School boards in using the guidelines which foflow, for
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either formulating new policy and rules or for assessing what they now

have, should first determine the answer to the following:

1. Is there a comprehensive statement of poli

Yes No If "No", go to #4.

If Yes, does it encompass

Deliberations? Yes

"Hearing"? Yes

No participation? Yes to #5.

Using the rosponse to quF3tion #2, circle the appropriate

in the guidelines which follow if they are found in your manual.

Items not circled are those in need of attention. Circle only

in accordance with adopted, written statements of your ochool

board.

If there is not a comprehensive statement of policy, then that

is the first task Wben that has been accomplished, go to #2

and follow those directions.

If the school board has made policy allowing for no participation,

then there is no need for further guidelines. That is 01

that needs to be done.

Po]4c nu Guidelines

Item Applies to:

Does the Policy Manu al: Deliberations

Make provisions for the distribution of

agendas, minutes, or other items of in
formation to those attending?

sr-

X



Does the Policy Manual:

Speeif who is in charge of the meeting
and to wham all remarks should be made?

Specify under which rules the meeting
is being conducted?

Sped. fy at which point and how a lay per-
son may speak to an item on the agenda?

Show an agenda or in some other manner
indicate at which point the "Hearing
the Public" mill occur?

Indicate the procedure involved in:

13

Deliberations Hearing

X

X

being placed on the agenda, X X
being allowed to appear before the
board to be "Heard"? X

X
Indicate whether there are any changes in
rules for the "Hearing the Public"?

Place a time limit on appearances before
the board by either individuals or graups?

Establish a procedure by which this
time limit may be extended?

10. Require that persons addressing the
board identify themselves and the group
they reDresent? X X

11. Specify that all questions from the
public must be made to the chairman
who will in turn channel them to the
proper person? X X

Indicate under the duties of the Pres-
ident that he require that persons ad-
dressing the board keep to the subject
at hand? X X

Specify under the duties of the Pres-
ident that he terminate discussions at
an appropriate time?

14. Have a procedure for moving a topic
introduced during the "Hearing of the
Public" to the agenda for action in
case of necessity?

X

X



FIGURE 2.

SCHOOL BOARD MEETING GUIDELINES

The method by which attendaiit lay persons are made aware of school board

pallor and rules is left to the discretion of the individual boards. It

be by word of mouth or by the use of a brochure. The criterion for

making the judgment Ls whether or not an individual attending the school

b ard meeting is made aware that the guideline or rule exists.

Directi ns for use: If the condititin exists at the meeting simply

circle the appropriate "X" which is determined by the type of participa ion

recognized by the school board in its policy statement. The number of

items left uncircled in the column recognized by the school board are

those in need of attention. If there is no policy statement, then one

must go back to the SCHOOL BOARD POLICY MANUAL GUIDELINES and begin

from that poin

School Board MeetiLg Guidelines

Item

Is a person in attendance:

1. Provided with an agenda and other per
tinent materials?

pje o:

Deliberations Hearing

Given knowledge as t,c, who is in charge
of the meeting and to whom remarks are
to be made? X

Made aware under which rules the meeting
is being conducted?

luade aware of the point at which he may
speak to an item on the agenda?

X

X

X



Figtne 2. (contd.

Is a person in attendance:

Made aware when the U Hearing the
Public" will occur?

Made knowledgeable as to the
procedure for:

a. being placed on the agenda,
b. being allowed to appear before the

board to be "Heard"?

Given agy indir.ation as to any change in
rules for the "Hearing the Public"?

Deliberations Heari

X

Made aware of the time limit placed on
persons or groups addressing the board. X

9. Aware that time limits may be extended? X

10 quired to identify himself and or the
group he represents?

U. Required to address all questions to the
chairman who will c el them to the
proper person?

Given a brief summary of the duties of
the president at the school board meet-
ing which would include:

a. his responsibility to keep all dis-
cussion to the subject at hand

b his responsibility to terminate dis-
cussion when appropriate

Given an indication as to when action might
bE expected on a request made to the board?

X

X

X

X
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